
To our world’s future computer enthusiasts: 

Hello! Perhaps you are wondering why you received this newsletter, or perhaps you know exactly why. This is the weekly news-
letter produced by the Guanghua Computer Club, with articles written by our various writers compiled by our various editors. 
This newsletter is where you might look for the latest updates in the tech world, the latest news from the club, or the latest crea-
tions from our many talented members. 

But of course, what is the Guanghua Computer Club? We are a group of students that meet in the Greater Philadelphia Chinese 
Cultural Center (905 Lenmar Drive, Bluebell, PA 19422) on the first Sunday of every month (meetings begin on October 8th). 
From computer programmers to computer scientists to computer engineers, the Computer Club consists of and includes anyone 
with a passion for computer related subjects. Meetings involve mini-lessons on a variety of subjects, a forum for sharing ideas 
and receiving feedback, and much more. 

As previously noted, this newsletter is comprised of a variety of topics. Reports on the latest technology, such as the iPhone X, 
will often be found here, whether it be a summary, a review, or other information. If the club has any important announce-
ments, such as an upcoming event or competition, it will also be included here. The many makings of our club may also be fea-
tured if deemed outstanding or noteworthy, and of course, there will be a math/computer based puzzle section for mental stim-
ulation (and prizes). 

So how do you sign up for the Guanghua Computer Club? Attached to this newsletter is a flyer with more detailed information. 
Even if you are unable to join due to scheduling conflicts or other issues, we highly encourage you to keep yourself up to date 
with this newsletter, as it is never too late to jump on a great opportunity. 

Hope to see you there, 

Frederick Qiu (Public Relations) and the Computer Club Officer Team 

Important Dates: 

10/8: Be sure to come to the first computer 
club meeting! 

11/18: Pclassic/UPenn Java Competition 

12/4-12/10:  It’s Hour of Code Week or Com-
puter Science Education Week! 

1/9/18 : 10th anniversary of  the day Steve 
Jobs announced the news about the 
first iPhone at the MacBook Convention 
causing media attention. 

 

Club News: 
 

• Check our blog, Instagram, and Facebook for more updates! 
(Follow @guanghuacomputerclub on Instagram) 

• Our first meeting is October 8th! 

• Check out the Page 4 for our weekly math puzzles! Those who 
get it right get a prize at the next meeting. 
 
Current News: 
• New iPhone 8 and X released. IOS 11 has also been released 
with several new features. Read about it on the next issue. 

• September 20th is Software Freedom Day! Celebrating and in-
creasing awareness of virtues and free use of software. 

• Chinese Scientists Just Broke the Record For the Farthest Quan-
tum Teleportation. Read about on page 2. 

• Firefox Quantum, coming soon, may be serious competition for 
Google Chrome. Read on page 2. 

• Check out our feature on a computer programming language, R, 
on page 3 

• Chrome 64 coming out in late January of 2018. It might put an 
end to auto-playing audio on websites. 
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Competition for Google Chrome?                            
By Richard Wang    

 Which web browser do you use? I’m willing to bet that you use Google Chrome 

most of the time. This is because over half of people in the world that use computers use 

Google Chrome as their main web browser. Firefox and Internet Explorer are well in the past, 

as they are slow in comparison to Google Chrome. But Mozilla, the creators of Firefox, have 

something up their sleeves. It is a new web browser they are working on called Firefox 

Quantum. 

 You probably haven’t heard of it as it hasn’t been released to the public yet, but I’ll 

tell you what you need to know about Firefox Quantum and how it compares to Google 

Chrome. First, you will probably want to know that Firefox Quantum will be a lot faster than 

its predecessor. It will not have the rounded tabs anymore and even the logo will be simpler 

than before. Firefox Quantum will even be able to recommend you sites based on your past 

search history. Finally, Firefox Quantum will try to block a lot of ads and improve security on 

downloads and unsecure sites. The final release date for Firefox Quantum is said to be No-

vember 14th, but that could get delayed. 

 Now how does it compare with Google Chrome right now? Well, we don’t really 

know for sure. The final release date for Firefox Quantum is said to be November 14th, but 

that could get delayed. On one hand, Google has a great team of programmers that is also 

working on improving Google Chrome. Starting in 2018, Google Chrome will start blocking 

intrusive ads and will only autoplay videos without sound. On the other hand, Firefox Quan-

tum will have a better protection software and also have programs that take advantage of 

the amount of processing cores in your computer, which will make the browser a lot faster. 

 In conclusion, although Google Chrome is the reigning web browser right now, 

when Firefox Quantum is finished, Google Chrome might have some competition Neverthe-

less, Google has an intelligent team of programmers that are working on Google Chrome 

and making it better. So if you don’t really like using Google Chrome and want to try some-

thing new for a change, waiting for Firefox Quantum to come out will probably be your best 

bet. Be on the lookout for this new web browser coming out in a few months: Firefox Quan-

tum. 

Chinese Scientists Just Broke the Record for the Farthest 
Quantum Teleportation 

By: Sophia Hu 
 Chinese scientists just recently broke the record for the farthest quantum teleporta-

tion. So, before I go on, let me explain to you what quantum teleportation is. Well, quantum 

teleportation is the process of taking an atom or photon and transferring it a different location 

by classical communication and quantum entanglement. What did they use to teleport? Well, 

they sent some information from Tibet to an orbiting satellite. The distance between the satel-

lite and Tibet was 870 miles or 1,400 kilometers above the Earth’s surface. 

 Not only did they set a record, but they also proved that it’s possible to build a relia-

ble system of long-distance quantum communications. This is a major advantage because such 

a system would be impossible to eavesdrop because it would immediately alert the users. It 

would also make online communications much more secure and safe than it is right now.  

  This kind of teleportation has been done before, but this example was way more ex-

treme than ever before. Howard Wiseman, director of the Center for Quantum Dynamics at 

Griffith University in Brisbane, Australia, told Live Science in an email that this one experiment 

expands the possibilities for the entire technology. Not only did they do this in July of 2017, 

but also in June. The same researchers sent something else. What did they send? Well, the Chi-

nese Team led by Jin-Gang Ren at the University of Science and Technology in Shanghai sent 

entangled photons from the Micius satellite to two ground stations, which is a distance of 

around 994 miles and 1,490 miles ( 1,600km and 2,400km) ,depending on the satellite’s posi-

tion while orbiting. These days, technology is growing and impacting the world. This latest 

news only brings us closer to eventual quantum communication, but there is still a lot of re-

search and experimentation to be done. 

Visualization of Quantum Teleportation  
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R: Programming Meets Data Analysis 
By Ethan Wang 

As humans, surrounding us are thousands of urgent issues and undiscovered solutions: How can 

countries prevent crime, cancer, and global warming? How can leaders create a successful business? How 

will governments build a stable economy? A large step toward determining solutions can be found in data 

analysis, the process of inspecting and modelling data to discover useful information. Businesses and indi-

viduals have taken large strides toward gaining a deeper understanding of data analysis, driving innova-

tion in today’s day and age. Carly Fiorina, former President of Hewlett-Packard, said this about her compa-

ny’s mission: “the goal is to turn data into information, and information into insight.” A growing tool and 

programming language, R, has allowed people to fulfill this purpose. Basically, R gives users access to tools 

that can model data based on inputted programming statements. R programming has become a popular 

language and tool utilized in many facets of the world, including finance, medicine, and manufacturing. 

In R, thousands of tools can be utilized through the installation of thousands of packages---11,525 

packages to be exact. It is not necessary to learn extensive encyclopedias of commands to analyze data 

and create models through R. Understanding the use of just a few packages and concepts can allow a user 

to conduct statistical analysis and create models. R also allows users to plot detailed graphs of variables 

and statistical values to display data or assist in creating accurate models. 

I recently had the chance to learn the language of R in a course taught by Jacky Huang, a profes-

sor at the University of Villanova. After a few computer installments, I was able to run the free, open-

source, language to begin my experience. Throughout my studies, I discovered the countless applications 

of R. By utilizing tests and tools R offered, I was able to create models using data from a multitude of top-

ics, from predicting household incomes to optimizing renewable energy sources to analyzing crime in 

different cities. Any set of quantitative (number) data can be imported into the interface, which makes the 

possibilities endless. Some tests I conducted uncovered notable patterns in data sets.  During my experi-

ence, I used a form of pattern-identification analysis known as clustering to categorize cancer cell gene 

expression. 

In today’s world, the uncovering of patterns and trends is often used to analyze large data sets, a 

process known as big data analytics. Big data analytics is a phrase to remember, as it has many places in 

innovation and technology. Analytics like this, I discovered, can be used to interpret a customer’s prefer-

ences and increase business production and efficiency immensely, among many other applications. Al-

ready, China is planning on using big data analytics to create a more efficient economy, and the oil and 

gas industry is using it to optimize production and revenue. As a tool used by Facebook and Amazon to 

analyze user trends, R can play a huge role for change in the increasingly data-analysis driven economies 

of our world. 

Interpreting data, learning from it, and using it to adapt is the key to innovation and improve-

ment. This is why R is an useful language to learn, one that has boundless current and future impacts in 

society. 
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Divide $80 among three 
people so that the second will 

have twice as much as the 
first and the third will have 

$5 less than the second. 

 

Bring in your solutions to the first club meeting on October 8th for prizes! 

An inexpensive toy normally 
sells for 20 cents each. At a spe-
cial reduced price, a store sold all 
of its toys, one at a time, for a 
total of $3.91. How many of these 
toys were sold if the reduced price 

is a whole number of cents? 



 
 
FIRST 
MEMBER 
MEETING 
WHEN 

Sunday, October 8th 
5pm - 8pm 

WHERE 

Greater Philadelphia Chinese 
Cultural Center 
905 Lenmar Drive 

Blue Bell, PA, 19422 

WWW.GUANGHUACOMPUTER.COM/
CLUB.HTML 

 
 
 
 
 
 

COME OUT 
FOR FOOD  
& FUN  
ACTIVITIES! 
 

JOIN OUR GOOGLE 
CLASSROOM! 
CODE: fdkuh6 

CONTACT US WITH 
ANY QUESTIONS! 
computerclub905@gmail.com 

 

GUANG HUA  
COMPUTER CLUB  


